MARITIME AUDITOR FOR ISM ISPS MLC CONVERSION COURSE

COURSE OBJECTIVES
To enable the participants to understand, interpret and apply the provisions of the ISM Code, ISPS Code and MLC Code to become Internal Auditor in the above codes.

ABOUT THE COURSE
This is a very good opportunity for the existing ISO 9001:2015 Auditors having completed the LA course from any IRCA approved course to become qualified as an ISM /ISPS/MLC MARINE AUDITOR in JUST ONE DAY. The course is a judicious & comprehensive mix of the interpretation of THE CODES, their applications & practical workshops. On completion of this course the participants will be able to audit various departments to the Scope of Marine Safety management Systems for compliance with the documented Safety Management Systems.

PARTICIPANTS
The entry standards are one having knowledge in the maritime operations and/or a mariner to develop skills in effectively audit the code.

DURATION
One day

MODE OF TRAINING
Online

KEY TOPICS
- SMS PRINCIPALS
- IACS GUIDELINES
- ISM /ISPS/MLC CODE FROM AUDITORS PERSPECTIVE
- CODE DOCUMENTATION
- REQUIREMENTS FOR INTEGRATED AUDIT
- REPORTING AUDIT
- WRITING NCR
- AUDITING PART COVERED IN LA COURSE AS PER IAO 19011:2018